Evolution of Authentication
It All Started with the
Password…

THE

Fernando Corbató, a pioneer of CTSS Compatible Time-Sharing System
(CTSS), was the first to introduce the use of passwords to protect user ﬁles
on a multi-user time-sharing system, already in 1961. However, as with
any password-based authentication system, passwords needed to be
stored somewhere in order to validate them against user input, and this
introduced a security risk.
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Asymmetric Crypto & RSA is

60s

Protected Passwords with Salted
Hash
1970s – Bell Labs researcher Robert Morris secured the master password ﬁle using a
cryptographic concept called a hash function to protect stored passwords. At the
time, cryptographers already had some useful tools, with one of them being the
humble hash function. This takes an input of any length and provides an output
which is of a ﬁxed length, so that it is hard to deduce the input from the output.
Additional best practices today like salting and using a slow hash were also
introduced by Morris.
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Introduced
We didn’t have to wait a full decade for progress: the notion of
asymmetric cryptography introduced in the mid-1970s by Diffie and
Hellman led to the invention of the RSA asymmetric key algorithm by
Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman. This provided the world
with digital signatures that could also be used for authentication.
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The Emergence of One-Time
Passwords
In 1984, Security Dynamics Technologies, Inc. patented a methodology for providing
users an entirely diﬀerent password every time that user logged in, known as the concept
of one-time passwords (OTP).

Hello, Public-Key Infrastructure
While researchers likely established Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
technologies as early as public-key cryptography came into being, it
didn’t really surface commercially until around the 1990s.
With PKI, a user registers with a server by giving it his/her public key. The
server maintains a database associating the username with the public
key and to authenticate, it sends the user a random challenge, which is
signed with the user's private key and sent back to the server. The server
verifies the signature and authentication is complete. Deploying PKI
authentication is challenging, typically requiring dedicated hardware like
smartcards, and so is not as popular as it should be.
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90s
Detour: CAPTCHAs, Anyone?
In the mid-90’s, another authentication method was introduced in an eﬀort to
prevent brute-force password attacks. CAPTCHAs, which stands for
“Completely Automated Public Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans
Apart,” helped secure some digital authentication solutions by limiting
password retries to human level of speed, thus greatly reducing the eﬃcacy of
brute-force attacks.
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Taking Hold with MFA Adoption
And as we bounced back from the scare of Y2K and security breaches became
more of a factor (pun intended), MFA started gaining popularity in this
new millennium. The industry categorizes the factors into three buckets:
something you know, have or are. MFA works by combining two or more
authentication factors together to more strongly identify the person you are
communicating with.

THE
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2000s
Smartphone Era
Ingenuity continued to reign supreme, and the need for access anywhere
at anytime became a reality via the smartphone, tablet and device era. These
new technologies increased the general public’s ability to compute onthe-go, making it even more critical to leverage stronger authentication
methods.
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Strong MFA for Everyone!
As we progress into the 20s and our need for immediate access
increases, the validity of authentication – both in process and experience
– is at the forefront. While many organizations are already utilizing
smartphones to deploy MFA solutions, there are still many challenges
and alternatives. Some businesses use SMS messaging to deliver onetime passwords, and others utilize local apps to generate one-time
passwords with keys stored locally. Unfortunately, both are very
vulnerable to attack. Other businesses use dedicated hardware tokens
that are painful to administer, or a particular smartphone's individual
hardware whose security differs widely across manufacturers and does
not allow any unified approach.
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True
Evolution:
Unbound NextGen
Authentication

Like most evolutionary situations, all things go full circle. What seemed like a simple way of
solving a complex problem over the years – only became more archaic. Less eﬃcient. More
costly. However, at Unbound, we have learned from the lessons of the past and enable
companies to move into this new decade with a new authentication outlook – one with better
security, better eﬃciency, and better ROI.
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